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Abstract: Using three-dimensional (3D) second-harmonic generation (SHG) scanning microscopy, we unravel the formation and distribution of distinct and highly localized persistent
luminescent (PeL) microparticles of varied hierarchical levels in glasses prepared using the
direct doping method. The PeL microparticles were added in the glasses at different doping
temperatures and the glasses were quenched after different dwell time. The SHG maps of the
PeL microparticles in the glass, prepared with a doping temperature of 975°C and a dwell time
of 3 min, reveal grating-like microscopic domains. This suggests that a large arrangement of
PeL crystals spanning several micrometers in three dimensions is manifested by the imbued PeL
microparticle. In contrast, the SHG maps of the PeL microparticles inside the glass prepared at
doping temperature of 1025°C and dwell time of 10 min, show the existence of single, highly
localized and most importantly, submicrometer-sized PeL crystals. These findings substantiate
well with the expected behavior of the PeL microparticles in glasses and their physical disintegration in the form of nanoparticles at high doping temperatures and dwell times. The SHG
microscopy technique is shown to circumvent the fundamental challenges of traditional and
usually destructive imaging methods to detect and visualize PeL nanoparticles in a glass matrix
and expected to open a new avenue to evidence the presence of crystals in glasses.
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Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title,
journal citation, and DOI.

1.

Introduction

There has been a prevailing interest in the development of photonics glasses especially those
inscribed with persistent luminescent (PeL) microparticles (MPs) for many photonics applications.
On their own, the PeL MPs exhibit intriguing properties such as long lasting phosphorescence
after the excitation [1–3] and long emission lifetimes, allowing the doped glass matrices to be
extraordinary useful in various fields such as optoelectronics [4], biomedical sciences [5–7], new
light sources [8], and environmental engineering [9]. These functionalities have extensively
relied on new process developments to imbue glasses with PeL entities of controllable sizing
features at the, e.g., MP [10] and nanoparticle (NP) [11] levels. To fabricate nanosized PeL
entities, several fabrication methods, e.g., sol-gel [6], solid phase calcination [12], wet chemicals
[13], combustion [14], direct doping method [15], and microencapsulation [16], have been
developed. Thus, the advent of technologies to synthesize PeL entity-containing glasses with
varied hierarchical domains ranging from millimeter-sized crystallites down to the single NPs
opened simultaneously a significant demand to improve and develop techniques to characterize
novel photonic glasses and their optical properties.
The most conventional ways to examine the quality of the synthesized PeL entities are
accomplished by the use of scanning [17] and transmission electron [18] microscopies, X-ray
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diffraction [19], and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy [20]. These techniques, however, are
requiring sample processing, and limited to the characterization of superficial features. Although
other optical characterization techniques that rely on linear effects such as luminescence [21,22],
Raman [23], and absorption [24,25] have been found to be useful in probing and imaging PeL
entities in glasses, these techniques still have drawbacks such as poor spatial resolution, long
acquisition times and little depth-discrimination ability. Furthermore, it is impossible to detect
and disentangle the light emission from a single PeL NP in an ensemble measurement without
investing on extremely sensitive yet costly instruments. The shortcomings of the traditional
techniques certainly obstruct the unambiguous probing and possibly exploitable three-dimensional
(3D) localization and spatial distribution of embedded PeL NPs in a novel glass matrix.
A well-established imaging technique to study locally and noninvasively a variety of entities
including nanocrystals and NPs is based on exploiting the nonlinear optical (NLO) response of
the material as a source of image contrast [26,27]. Second-harmonic generation (SHG), which is
the simplest NLO phenomenon, is based on the simultaneous scattering of two photons at the
fundamental frequency to create a new photon at the doubled frequency [28]. Due to the extreme
sensitivity of SHG to spatial symmetries of the samples and/or environment, SHG has been used
to reliably investigate and even visualize the spatial symmetries in a plurality of nanocrystalline
systems [29–33] and relevant phosphor-containing host matrices [34–35]. More recently, SHG
microscopy has been used to unveil the presence of the 3D microscopic-sized crystal domains
in a PeL MP that is embedded in glass [36]. Such finding provided the basis of fortifying this
nondestructive imaging technique to allow the direct detection and 3D localization of PeL NPs in
a glass matrix. The revelation of SHG-active entities at several hierarchical formations would
also permit the exploitation of these novel glass composites as promising nonlinear materials
with tailorable nonlinear responses at the nanoscale.
Here, we demonstrate the use of SHG microscopy to unambiguously detect and image the
hierarchical distribution of PeL entities in a glass matrix. Using 3D scanning microscopy and
subsequent SHG validation, we confirm the exclusive formation of SHG-active PeL entities
of different hierarchical levels in direct doping method-prepared glass samples. Through our
NLO mapping technique, SHG-active PeL nanocrystals in this glass matrix have been detected,
validated and visualized nondestructively for the first time.
2.
2.1.

Materials and method
Sample preparation

Glasses with the composition 50P2 O5 -10Na2 O-40SrO (mol%) were prepared by adding 0.5 wt%
of the commercial SrAl2 O4 :Eu2+ ,Dy3+ PeL MPs (Jinan G.L. New Materials, China, BG-01,
average size of 95 ± 5 µm) in the glass melt using the direct doping method. Detailed description
of the direct doping method can be found in [37]. The raw materials NaPO3 and SrCO3 and
(NH4 )2 HPO4 were used to prepare Sr(PO3 )2 . After melting the 10 g batches at 1050°C for 30
min, the MPs were added at specific doping temperatures of 975, 1000 and 1025°C. The glass
was finally cast at varied dwell times (3, 5 and 10 min) after adding the MPs, and finally annealed
at 400°C, which is 40°C below the glass transition temperature for 4 h in air. As explained in
Ref. [15], almost no decomposition of the PeL MPs in the (975°C − 3 min) glass is expected
to occur during the glass preparation whereas few PeL MPs survive the melting process when
preparing the (1025°C − 10 min) glass. The glasses prepared with doping temperature − dwell
time of (975°C − 3 min), (1000°C − 5 min), and (1025°C − 10 min) were then selected, cut and
polished before performing the SHG experiments.
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NLO microscopy

A custom-built SHG point-scanning microscope was used to study the hierarchical formation of
PeL entities in the glasses. The schematic diagram of the SHG microscope that was used in the
experiments is shown in Fig. 1. We have previously used this microscope to investigate NLO
effects in a variety of samples [36,38–41]. Briefly, the microscope was powered by a femtosecond
laser (wavelength of 1060 nm, pulse length of 140 fs, repetition rate of 80 MHz). After intensity
attenuation and spatial filtering, the laser beam was expanded to overfill the infinity-corrected
microscope objective (numerical aperture of 0.8, magnification of 50×). The same objective
was used to focus the incident beam and to collect the optical signals from the sample. The
sample was mounted on a computer-controlled piezo-scanning system. The nonlinear signals
were separated from the fundamental beam using appropriate dichroic, shortpass (cutoff at 758.2
nm) and bandpass (532 nm ± 9 nm) filters that were mounted before the cooled photomultiplier
tube (PMT).

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the SHG microscopy setup. The setup includes a femtosecond
laser (1060 nm, 140 fs, 80 MHz, Laser), half-wave plate (HWP), polarizing beamsplitter
(PBS), beam dump (BD), spatial filter (SF), beam expander (BE), mirror (M), dichroic filter
(DF), removable mirror (RM), microscope objective (MO), piezo-scanner (PZ), longpass
filter (LPF), shortpass filter (SPF), bandpass filter (BPF), white light source (WLS), red filter
(RF), photomultiplier tube (PMT), tube lens (TL), and camera (C).

To create a scanning map, the SHG signals from the sample were collected while the sample
was moved in three dimensions with respect to the focused beam (x,y,z), where xy and z correspond
to the transversal and axial positions, respectively. These signals were acquired and processed
using a custom LabVIEW program that synchronizes the piezo-scanners and the PMT. A SHG
map with a resolution of 100 pixels × 100 pixels was acquired from a scanning plane in the
focal volume. The pixel dwell time was 50 ms. In all experiments, a linearly-polarized beam
(or along the vertical (y) orientation with respect to all SHG maps shown in this paper) at an
average incident power of 5 mW was utilized. The input power was controlled using a polarizing
beamsplitter and half-wave plate tandem just right after the laser. A longpass filter was used
before the microscope to block unwanted nonlinear signals from the optical components. To
validate the SHG signals, additional bandpass filters (500 ± 7.5 nm and 560 ± 7 nm) were used.
The bandwidth of our femtosecond laser that is operated at 1060 nm is about 8.4 nm (or ± 4.2
nm) so in principle, the integration of nonlinear signals using these bandpass filters centered at
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500 nm, 532 nm and 560 nm with respective bandwidths of 15 nm, 18 nm and 14 nm is sufficient
to differentiate the nonlinear signals from the samples. A transmission brightfield imaging arm
consisting of a white light source, removable mirror, tube lens and camera was incorporated to
view the region of interest in the sample before SHG mapping. A red optical filter was coupled
to the white light source to prevent any linear excitation of the sample. All SHG measurements
were acquired at room temperature.
3.

Results and discussion

SrAl2 O4 belongs to the monoclinic space group P21 [42] with nonvanishing second-order
susceptibility tensor components [28]. SHG microscopy experiments were systematically
performed on the three representative PeL MPs-containing glasses prepared using different
doping parameters (doing temperature and dwell time). Clear and distinct hierarchical formations
of SHG-active PeL entities are exhibited by each glass sample revealing the strong influence of
the doping temperature and of the dwell time parameters on the physical properties of the MPs
(e.g., size, crystallinity, and dispersion) and hence on the NLO responses of PeL MPs in the host
matrix. We first show and discuss the SHG microscopy results from the 975°C − 3 min glass
sample. No significant SHG signal from the bulk glass was detected unless a large PeL MP was
in the selected scanning area.
Shown in Fig. 2(a) is a brightfield microscopy image of a small (30 µm × 30 µm) area within a
large PeL MP found in the (975°C − 3 min) glass taken as an example. The transversal (xy) SHG
scanning map clearly reveals the existence of many grating-like structures in the PeL MP that are
not seen in the brightfield image. Previously, we have verified that such variations in the SHG
map arise from material heterogeneities, i.e., presence of differently-oriented crystal domains
inside a PeL MP [36]. This result is consistent with our previous finding about the SHG from a
large initial cluster of as-prepared PeL MPs [36] suggesting the absence of MP decomposition
in this sample. By looking into the upper-right corner of each SHG map [Figs. 2(b)–2(d)], the
orientation of domains and SHG signals clearly varied at different focal planes. Based on the
SHG map shown in Fig. 2(d), there are at most four distinct PeL MPs in this imaging plane with
similar grating-like features that span several micrometers in three dimensions. It is worth noting
that the optical contrast of the SHG images is not optimal and can be improved by using circular
polarization in order to excite all possible orientations at the focal plane [26]. By changing the
bandpass filter before the PMT and fixing the same experimental parameters, the NLO signals at
z = 0 scanning plane are confirmed to come from the expectedly strong SHG emission wavelength
of the PeL MP near 530 nm. This SHG signal is about three to four orders of magnitude higher
than the background NLO signals that are allowed by the other bandpass filters [Figs. 2(e)–2(f)].
Essentially, these results clearly demonstrate that SHG microscopy can be used to probe and
visualize structured domains inside a PeL MP in a noninvasive manner, i.e., without physically
cutting the sample, and consistent with previous work [36].
Next, we performed systematic SHG experiments on the (1000°C − 5 min) glass sample. Upon
scanning a typical area that contains PeL MPs [Fig. 3(a)], our SHG scanning maps reveal that the
3D oriented grating-like domains inside the PeL MP are still evident as depicted in the upper-right
section of the depth-discriminated SHG maps [Figs. 3(b)− Fig. 3(d)]. Most importantly, 3D SHG
mapping unravels the presence of single PeL NPs (marked as NP1 and NP2) in Fig. 3(c). These
NPs are actually exclusive only in specific focal planes and absent when the scanned focal plane
is changed. Such NLO signals from the NPs are also found to be dominated by SHG (i.e., four
orders of magnitude difference) as shown by the weakness of the nonlinear signals depicted in
corresponding maps taken at different bandpass filters at the same focal plane [Figs. 3(e),(f)].
Thus, within this glass sample, a mixture of PeL entities composed of grating-like crystal domains
and individual PeL NPs is generated and successfully detected by the SHG microscopy technique.
This finding corroborates well with the previous findings about the physical properties of this
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Fig. 2. a) Brightfield image of a small area within a PeL MP in a direct doping-prepared
glass sample (975°C − 3 min) at the z = 0 scanning plane. b − d) SHG maps of the same area
in a) but taken at different focal planes that are separated by 4 µm. In d) 4 representative
MPs of varied orientations are marked with dashed squares. Corresponding transversal (xy)
SHG scanning map at z = 0 scanning plane using e) 500 ± 7.5 nm, and f) 560 ± 7 nm filters
before the PMT.

sample, in which the glass exhibits partially disintegrated PeL MPs as a plausible result of the
decomposition of the PeL MPs in the glass matrix occurring during the glass preparation [15].
Previous work revealed that significant decomposition of PeL MPs to NPs are expected in
the 1025°C − 10 min glass melt [15]. By inspecting the data in Fig. 4, SHG microscopy reveals
that inside a single PeL MP, the grating-like SHG distributions are not anymore visible. As
such, the NLO signals mostly originate from individual SHG-active PeL NPs or their clusters in
three dimensions [Figs. 4(b-e)]. The corresponding line profiles that traverse (along the x-axis)
the marked NPs (NP3 and NP4) in Fig. 4(c) show that the emitters are indeed SHG active,
highly localized in three dimensions and having sizes that are comparable or smaller than the
interrogating excitation focal spot size [Fig. 4(f)] of about 1 µm. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first observation of SHG activity in a nanometer-sized PeL entity in a glass matrix that
was prepared using direct doping method. These findings are also evident in the additional SHG
microscopy results of these samples (See Figs. S1, S2 and S3 in the Supplement 1).
We take advantage of the inherent noncentrosymmetry of the SrAl2 O4 entities that are imbued
in our glasses. As these entities belong to the monoclinic space group P21 , coherent SHG can be
driven and more importantly, harnessed as a source of image contrast for microscopy. Since the
SHG is generally weak, tight focusing provided by a microscope objective and an ultra-short
pulsed laser are necessary to increase the chance of two photons at the fundamental frequency to
be scattered instantaneously and to produce a single photon at the SHG frequency. Since the
SHG process is tensorial, investigation of the polarization properties (e.g., coherence, sensitivity
or directionality) of the hierarchical arrangements of SrAl2 O4 entities could be further studied.
Such properties will be challenging to investigate with other optical microscopy techniques that
rely on single-photon absorption.
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Fig. 3. a) Brightfield image of a small area within a PeL MP in a direct doping-prepared
glass sample (1000°C − 5 min) at the z = 0 scanning plane. b − d) SHG maps of the same
area in a) but taken at different focal planes that are separated by 4 µm. In c) two NPs are
marked. Corresponding transversal (xy) SHG scanning map at z = 0 scanning plane using e)
500 ± 7.5 nm, and f) 560 ± 7 nm filters before the PMT.

We have previously shown that these samples exhibit strong persistence luminescence signals
after stopping the UV excitation at 254 nm [15]. Green persistence luminescence spectra from
the samples were found to generally have two broad bands with a maximum at 410 and 490 nm, in
which the emission centered at 490 nm has a spectral bandwidth of about 100 nm. The absence of
persistence luminescence using our femtosecond excitation is evidenced by the strong SHG at the
expected wavelength of 530 nm and the weakness of other nonlinear excitation induced signals
near the 500 nm and 560 nm spectral regions (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). This means that the possibility
of exciting the persistent luminescence from these samples using the high order harmonics of our
excitation at 530 nm, 353 nm and 265 nm is low and not observable in our optical system.
The origin and excitation mechanism of SHG and persistent luminescence are fundamentally
different. This fundamental difference could be relaxed due to unwanted and accidental
centrosymmetry-inducing effects or symmetry-breaking features (e.g., crystal structure, strain,
defects) of the embedded PeL MP and the glass host. In this scenario, it might be possible to
probe the SHG and persistent luminescence within the whole glass composite. Although the task
is interesting and possibly useful in clarifying the interplay of light-matter (PeL and the glass)
interactions, this advance will require new light sources, detectors and setup implementations
where the persistent luminescence and SHG are investigated on the same region of the glass
sample.
Our work has several implications in photonics and related disciplines that revolve on the
interplay of the converging developments in nanoscale nonlinear optics and photonics glass
research. First, our experimental results emphasize that SHG microscopy can be used to
reliably probe and visualize the hierarchical arrangement of PeL entities in a glass matrix. Most
importantly, the technique was able to nondestructively and unambiguously resolve the presence
of highly localized PeL NPs that resulted from the disintegration of large PeL MPs in the glass
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Fig. 4. a) Brightfield image of a small area within a PeL MP in a direct doping-prepared
glass sample (1025°C − 10 min) at the z = 0 scanning plane. b,c) SHG maps of the same
area in a) but taken at different focal planes that are separated by 4 µm. In c) two NPs are
marked. Corresponding transversal (xy) SHG scanning map at z = 0 scanning plane using d)
500 ± 7.5 nm, and e) 560 ± 7 nm filters before the PMT. f) Averaged SHG intensity profiles
acquired from the NPs marked in c). The SHG signals from three adjacent line profiles that
run across the NPs along x were averaged. The full width at half maximum for each intensity
profile is shown.

matrix at specific direct doping parameters, whose detection and more importantly, imaging
remain challenging via traditional characterization techniques. It is worth emphasizing that
the traditional techniques are generally surficial, destructive and suffering from low sensitivity,
spatial resolution and limited depth-discriminating capability.
Second, the arrangement of PeL MPs in a glass matrix has been already shown to exhibit
polarization dependence, which most likely reflects how the PeL MPs are anisotropically packed.
It is well-known that the SHG response is tensorial and strongly influenced by the polarization of
the incident beam [28]. Further development of the SHG microscopy technique is thus expected
to open new ways to study the polarization-dependent SHG response of an individual PeL NP
and even visualize its 3D dipole moment using orientation-sensitive techniques [27].
Third, our NLO mapping technique was able to reveal the potential of creating new SHG-active
nanoscale sources with tailorable nonlinear responses based on photonics glasses with new
functionalities. With more systematic tuning of the direct doping parameters, it is possible to
generate a large variety of PeL entities in multiple glasses with controllable size and hence SHG
responses at the nanoscale. We also point out that we have only observed the highly localized
PeL NPs near the regions where the MPs are located (Figs. 3, 4 and S3 in the Supplement 1).
To access if the NPs are numerous and randomly distributed in the glass matrix, new SHG
microscopy experiments on many and more importantly large scanning areas need to be done.
However, this is a specific technical advance that will require a new setup (e.g., scanning beam
approach or widefield illumination) to decrease the scanning times. This research task is certainly
interesting but beyond the scope of the present work, where the SHG signals from hierarchical
arrangements of PeL are visualized for the first time. The possibility of creating a new SHG-active
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medium or frequency converter comprising of a photonics glass with well-defined, oriented and
monodispersed PeL NPs is foreseen.
4.

Conclusion

We presented the use of SHG microscopy to probe and visualize the formation and distribution of
distinct and highly localized SHG-active PeL crystals in glasses that were prepared using direct
doping method. Varied hierarchical levels of PeL entity distribution were revealed in the glasses
prepared using different doping temperature (doping temperature and dwell time). The SHG
microscopy technique was found to be nondestructive, significantly overcoming the issues of
traditional imaging methods to detect and visualize PeL NPs in a glass matrix. The technique
shows great potential in complementing our understanding of novel persistent phosphors in glass
matrices through the alternative viewpoint using NLO microscopy at the single nanostructure
level.
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